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“I have some exciting, wonderful, news; at least I think so! All of the horses that are on the
DYNAMITE® minerals do not have bot eggs on them! We are all so surprised and pleased. Every
other year we have noticed them in the fall.   

Another positive note is that all of our horses are so much softer; their coats and manes and
tails. This was noticed when I took Lilly and my daughter's horse Strut on a community ride. Both
we and some other people noticed the difference between ours and the other horses...”

— Patrice Sager, Product Representative, VA
(Lilly is pictured to the left. )

Exciting Testimonials!!
DYNAMITE® DOES Make a Difference

“Our gelding won Grand Champion Bella
Forma at the Colorado State Fair this last August.  I
bathed him 2 weeks before the fair (DYNAMITE® All-
Natural Shampoo and Conditioner, of course!) and
just gave him a little “brushing up” before the class,
he sparkled like a diamond thanks to DYNAMITE®!!
My stallion got Reserve Champion (his behavior was
a little frisky~he doesn’t get out much) but people
came up to my husband Art and I and remarked
about his exquisite golden color.  Well, we all know
it is from DYNAMITE®!  I did have to give my stallion
a cold bath early in the morning, apparently he had
been released (probably from a “fellow” competitor)
from his stall two times that evening after Art and I
had left the grounds.  I am making no assumptions,
but, several mares came into heat that evening/
morning much to the mare owners distress ( they
had children riding them). After I “made my point
clear” with property security about the fact that
someone was messing with my stallion, I did bring
up the subject that not only did he behave properly
with the mares, he knew which mares would and
could be breed  Funny, my stallion, after investiga-
tion, only teased around the Paso Fino areas.  Well,
after my ranting, he won High Point at the State
Fair after a “Good night out”.  Now we all know
that takes some stamina, ya know, flirting all night,
showing all day!” 

—Kanice Greer, Director, CO

“About 7-8 years ago, the joints in my hands, knees

and feet, and the varicose veins in my legs, were so sore

and swollen I was not sure I would be able to continue

working with our horses. However, within the last 5-6

years, ever since I finally started to listen to my wife,

Rowan, as she was talking on the phone with people

about DYNAMITE®, I started to realize that I might be

able to do for myself what I had witnessed happening

with our horses. As far as I am concerned, these

DYNAMITE® products have saved my life. My physical

health is better at 68 than it was at 50! 

I believe in the basics of Dynamite Plus™, Tri-

Mins™ Plus, and drink my Elixir™ & Catalyst

Water mix daily, but what made the final difference for

me was adding in Herbal Green, Izmine™ and Free &

Easy™ about 4 years ago. Rowan also recommended I

take Zinc+ because of my age, although, since I had no

prostate problems that I know of before, I am not feel-

ing any difference now. As for my health, I can work

alongside my 38 year old son at the same rate of speed

whether it’s th
rowing hay bales, building heavy panel

fences, or whatever with hardly a sore shoulder. Even

my knees are so much better, only giving me trouble

when low pressure hits, and my varicose veins have

almost disappeared. I never get sick, but if I d
o feel a

little cold coming on, I “pop” a Hiscorbadyne® or two

for a few days and continue working right through it. 

I feel that I have benefited from DYNAMITE®’s

teachings every bit as much as our horses and dogs

have. I honestly don’t think I could have done so

astoundingly well without the benefit from these superi-

or products!”
—John Hanna, CO


